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Bolster Production and Operations with On-demand
Field Data Analysis
IHS FieldDIRECT is a real-time oil & gas daily production data collection software
solution that provides an efficient, straightforward way to digitally collect
production data from the field and send it directly to key stakeholders.
Pumpers record daily production, pressures, volumes, meters readings, and
other data right at the well in our easy to use application. The data is then
precisely and securely transmitted to the office and made immediately available
for analysis by authorized individuals anywhere in the world, in a variety of ways.
This comprehensive service streamlines the flow of information throughout your
entire organization, so you can spend less time collecting and waiting for data
and more time analyzing.

Why IHS FieldDIRECT?
IHS FieldDIRECT allows you to receive field data sooner, so you can make more
informed decisions that help to lower operating costs, optimize production,
and generate more revenue.
Quick Startup – Transitions from existing systems are fast and easy requiring
minimal hardware for operations. The system can quickly and easily be
configured to your individual business needs for all oilfield equipment,
in addition to daily production data.
Optimize Production – Real-time access to, and analysis of, data enables
production optimization by identifying problem spots and trends, faster.
Customers using FieldDIRECT report increased production and reduced well
operating costs, and original production data captured and stored immediately,
reducing data entry errors and enabling precise decisions.
Training – Our experienced and attentive training and support staff are
available to help you maximize the power of IHS FieldDIRECT.

With FieldDIRECT you have three ways to access or review your production information.
Download production data
from the central database
to a local or network
database and review them
via FieldDIRECT Production
Explorer for further analysis.

Review and export field
production data on central
database via FieldDIRECT
FDDS-ODATA web services,
using supported tools such
as Microsoft Excel, Tibco®
Spotfire ® or IHS Harmony™.

Review production data
on central database and
receive critical notifications
instantly via FieldDIRECT
Mobile Dashboard.

FieldDIRECT Mobile Dashboard
The first of the mobile applications to be released for FieldDIRECT is the Mobile Dashboard.
With the Mobile Dashboard, you will be able to:
‒‒ View production, variance, downtimes, and equipment failures as data comes into
the FieldDIRECT database
‒‒ View production from the project, site, and well levels in a table or chart view
‒‒ Graph the production and various data on a linear or log scale
‒‒ Calculate variance at all levels based on user set timeframes
‒‒ View downtime records and equipment failure records at all levels
‒‒ View pertinent production information regarding certain wells or areas at your
fingertips from anywhere you have cellular data coverage or access to Wi-Fi

Graph production data, variances, or events by well

For more information www.ihsmarkit.com
Visit www.ihs.com/fielddirect or call | 1 844 301 7334
customer care americas
T + 1 800 447 2273
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